Preliminary VSANS Reduction Documentation
July 2018 SRK
All operations and instructions are subject to change, pending user feedback
[Installation]
Igor v7 is necessary to run these macros. Please use the 64-bit version of Igor v7. The 64-bit
version allows larger event files to be loaded and processed. The 32-bit version of Igor may not
be fully supported in the future.
Aside from installing the NCNR Macros, the HDF5 XOP needs to be activated (the 64-bit
version). I will try to have this done automatically (eventually). For now, to do this manually,
instructions from the WM help file:
If you press the shift key while clicking the Help menu, you can choose Help->Show Igor Pro
Folder and User Files. Igor then opens the Igor Pro 7 Folder and the Igor Pro User Files folder on
the desktop, making it easy to drag aliases/shortcuts into "Igor Pro User Files/Igor Extensions".

Go to the folder More Extensions (64-bit), open the folder, and make a shortcut for the
file HDF5.XOP. Cut that shortcut and paste it into the folder Igor Extensions (64-bit). You
may leave the "-shortcut" in the name if you want. Pasting “.xop” shortcuts into Igor
Extensions (64-bit) is a general way to activate additional WaveMetrics XOPs for a given
user.
Once you have placed an alias/shortcut of the “HDF5-64.xop” in the “Igor Extensions (64-bit)”
folder, quit and restart Igor.

[Initialization]
This sets up the internal folder structure, global variables and constants, and opens the main
panel. This is done automatically at the start of each new VSANS experiment.
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Raw data handling
Loading Raw data files
File names are expected to be of the form: sansNNNNN.nxs.ngv
(NNNNN can be any number, no leading zeros needed, no restriction on number of
digits)
Nexus files are loaded into folder structures following the Nexus definition. The Nexus
folder structures are carried throughout the WORK file process. Nexus attributes and the
DAS_log is not routinely loaded to improve speed. Loading of attributes is a slow and tedious
process. I’ll read in the attributes only if necessary.

[From the main panel]
As with SANS, the first things to do are to Pick Path, and then to Save the experiment. These
need not be the same location but is the usual case.
All the buttons above the tabs are as expected -- Pick Path, File Catalog, Help, Feedback (the
help file is not done yet)
File Catalog
Columns that are shown are somewhat different: new fields of Group_ID, intent, and
more yet to be determined. Also, some of the other columns will be removed, since it is unclear
which detector they refer to – (counts, count rate, SDD). Some other metrics may be added.
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There is now a contextual menu for loading data. This allows a quick way to load the raw
VSANS data from the selected row. Clicking on the DIV file or MASK file will also allow a quick
load, by selecting the correct file. (The behavior of the popup always appearing with every click
is rather annoying – click anywhere else off the menu to get rid of it. I’ll look for a solution to
this issue if this feature proves to be a “keeper” based on feedback)

(Load RAW will load file 1301)
Some of the reduction operations need to access information from the file for
identification and grouping. With the large file size (≈ 4 MB for VSANS vs. 33 KB for SANS), this
can be unacceptably slow. To speed things up, information is read from the file catalog. As
more data files are collected, or if header information has been patched, be sure to refresh the
file catalog. Before any refresh, a progress bar is shown as the old file information is being
cleaned out, and then another progress bar as the file catalog is generated.

[Main Data Display]
The main data display is a way of viewing the data from the 9 detector panels. Front, Middle,
and Back carriages are displayed separately. Clicking the tabs “Front – Middle -- Back” or the
“Tab >” button scrolls through the detector carriage sets. The display axes for the panel images
is “pixels” scaled in relation to the common center of (0,0) and the panel offset value. Pixels are
used only for display, and not for any calculations.
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Limited status information from the file, counts, cursor position and panel are shown. More will
be added as needs arise. There are also basic marquee operations to print out box coordinates
for summing, and centroid for beam center values.

File < and File > -- buttons scroll to the previous / next raw data file, loading data and updating
the display.
Tab > -- toggles through the carriage groups.
Isolate – using the current RAW data, opens a new panel to display single panels. Also allows for
toggling of detector corrections to see the effect on the data. Allows for closer, individual
inspection of each panel.
I vs. Q – plots the data in I(q) representation. Nonlinear corrections are always used, as they are
calculated on loading of every data file. For the best representation, a mask file is needed, since
much of the T/B panels are obscured and adversely affect the I(q) average. Select the binning
type and the new binning is plotted. “B” data is on the actual scale of the data, and other
detector groups are offset for easier visualization.
Bin Types:
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F4-M4-B = Treat the Front as 4 separate panels (F4), Middle as 4 panels (M4), and Back.
I(q) sets are tagged with FL, FR, FT, FB, ML, MR, MT, MB, B
F2-M2-B = Treat the Front as 2 separate panels (F2) pairing T/B and L/R, Middle as 2
panels (M2), and Back. I(q) sets are tagged with FLR, FTB, MLR, MTB, B
F1-M1-B = Treat the Front as 1 panel (F1) combining T/B/L/R, Middle as 1 panel (M1),
and Back. I(q) sets are tagged with FLRTB, MLRTB, B
F2-M1-B = Treat the Front as 2 separate panels (F2) pairing T/B and L/R, Middle as 1
panel (M1), and Back. I(q) sets are tagged with FLR, FTB, MLRTB, B
F1-M2xTB-B = Treat the Front as 1 panel (F1) combining T/B/L/R, Middle as 2 panels
(M2) but exclude the T/B pair from the output (xTB), and Back. I(q) sets are tagged with
FLRTB, MLR, B
F2-M2xTB-B = Treat the Front as 2 separate panels (F2) pairing T/B and L/R, Middle as 2
panels (M2) but exclude the T/B pair from the output (xTB), and Back. I(q) sets are
tagged with FLR, FTB, MLR, B
SLIT-F2-M2-B = Treat the Front as 2 separate panels (F2) pairing T/B and L/R, Middle as 2
panels (M2), and Back. In SLIT mode, the T/B detector panels are not useful in this
representation since their q-range in the qy direction is far too limited and thus are
automatically excluded from the output. I(q) sets are tagged with FLR, FTB, MLR, B
More modes can be added as needed, and nomenclature may change for clarity. If data has
been converted to a work file, then the pixel data is on a per solid angle basis and should
overlap (if the trace offset is removed).
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Annular Avg – will do an annular average, as specified by the dialog (see below)
More bin types will be added in the future (annular, sector, rectangular, etc.).

To WORK – converts RAW data to a WORK file. This step is largely for testing. Applies the
detector corrections and plots the new data.
Status – currently inactive, may or may not be kept, as status is automatically updated.
isLog/isLin – as for SANS, toggles the display between log and linear color scaling. The default
display preference can be set in the VSANS preferences. Unlike SANS, color scaling is changed
entirely on the display. No transformation of the data values is done, so no extra linear copy of
the data needs to be carried around.
Spread Panels – spreads the panels out so that the T/B panels are a little easier to see. Not
terribly useful but gives a better view of what is really happening on the T/B panels. The
amount of the spread is arbitrary and could be adjusted.
Restore Panels—restores the panels to their relative locations based on their offset relative to
the common beam center.
All 9 panels are not on a common color scale, but rather scaled as carriage groups. The display
here is in pixels (images are an even grid). All calculations behind the scenes (like q) are done
using the real space distances that have been corrected for the non-linear effects, which were
calculated as the RAW data was loaded.
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The two sliders adjust the color scale. The Upper slider adjusts the upper limit of the scaling,
and the Lower slider adjusts the lower range of the scaling.
Annular Average:
A dialog is presented, to choose the data type, the panel set, and the q center and delta q (+/-).
As with SANS, zero is at the positive x-axis (3 o’clock), and proceeds CCW around the data. The
dialog and resulting plot, I(phi) look like:

Note that the “dips” at 90° and 270° are from the T/B panels when averaging RAW data. After
the solid angle correction, all of the pixels are on equal footing. Some method for visualizing the
exact pixels that are used in the average will be added. It will likely be a thresholding view to
show the pixels, rather than attempting to draw rings on the four panels.
Note that this definition of delta is different than for SANS, where annular averages were
specified in terms of a q center and a number of pixels (+/-) as delta. VSANS uses a q-center and
(+/-) qWidth.

[TABS ON THE MAIN PANEL]
[Raw Data Tab]
Display Raw Data – presents a standard open file dialog, then loads raw data into the RAW work
folder, and displays the data. The only math operation done as raw data is loaded is the non-
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linear calibration values are used to calculate a matrix of real space distances. This is done so
that true q-values can be calculated. The data values are not altered.
Patch

Main patch panel, operates in a similar way to the SANS panel, but has been greatly expanded
to match the needs of VSANS data files where there is much more metadata. Header changes
must be written per tab. If you fill in all the information and switch tabs without saving, that
information will be lost. To see the changes, be sure to refresh the catalog listing. The internal
Igor folder of RawVSANS data will be cleared when the panel is closed, forcing a re-read from
disk the next time data is accessed.
Patch XY – separate panel to allow bulk patching of all (9) of the beam centers to
multiple data files at once, rather than one-by-one. You can read in a “good” set of centers
from a file, then apply this set to other files. The Read button will read the XY center values
from the file number listed as “First”. Only that file will be read in. Write - will write the table of
beam centers to all of the file numbers defined by first and last, inclusive.
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Patch Dead time -- separate panel to allow bulk patching of the dead time for the tube
detectors (8 panels) to multiple data files at once, rather than one-by-one. You can read in a
“good” set of dead time values from a file, then apply this set to other files, or read in the CSV
file of dead time values.
(Sept. 2017: first measurements yielded a dead time of 5e-6 s per tube.)

Patch Calib-- separate panel to allow bulk patching of the nonlinear calibration values
for the tube detectors (8 panels) to multiple data files at once, rather than one-by-one. You can
read in a “good” set of calibration values from a file, then apply this set to other files, or read in
the CSV file of calibration values.
(Sept. 2017 – I am using “perfect” calibration values that don’t apply any non-linear correction.
I need to verify this with Phil, and be sure I have all of the exact calibration values)
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Transmission
This panel operates very differently than SANS. It all hinges on the correct metadata
being present in the VSANS files. Namely “intent” and “Group_ID”. These data fields
unambiguously identify the intent and the sample, rather than having to guess from the file
name or depend on user intervention at each step of the way.

Start by selecting an Open Beam file from the first popup. Initially, the Open Beam file
will not have the box to sum over set correctly and will not even know which of the 9 panels
contains the direct beam. So, to correct this, you will need to manually display the raw Open
Beam file, use the marquee popup menu to “V_UpdateBoxCoords”. This defines the box
coordinates and automatically patches these values into the Open Beam file. Re-select this
Open Beam file from the popup and the correct values will be present. If not, you may need to
refresh the file catalog and re-pop the menu.
Next, select a transmission file from the second popup. The label and group_id for the
transmission measurement will be updated. The sample scattering file popup menu below will
simultaneously update, finding any scattering files with the same group_id. Click (or scroll)
through the list of sample files. Clicking “Calculate” will calculate (and patch) the transmission
of the top file in the popup. If all of the files in the popup are correct, then “Calculate All In
Popup” will calculate the transmission for the top file, and patch this value to all files in the
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popup (without wasting time re-calculating the value). As each is calculated, the scattering files
are cleared from memory so that the next access will read the new transmission. You will need
to manually refresh the File Catalog to see the new values.
RealTime Display
The usual RT display. Pick the periodically updated file from NICE (to be copied ≈5s to
charlotte), and this will display the file and vitals. Start/stop as needed.

RT Reduction

With a defined reduction protocol, this will periodically load the RT data (again, from charlotte),
and reduce the data (you may not want to have “save” as the last step – or maybe you do? to
get “simple” kinetic data?). If backgrounds have been collected, this will give a true view of
what the final data set will be. It may also prove useful to smooth out non-linear and sensitivity
effects, or at least convert to a WORK file so that the solid angle per pixel correction is
calculated (and the data will overlap). The timing of the refresh period may need some
adjustment if there are network speed issues.
Sort Catalog – this allows sorting of the file catalog by a variety of different fields. Useful for
grouping files by intent or group_ID.
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Data Tree – not needed for general use, but rather used for troubleshooting the data tree
structure as it is read in by Igor / defined by NICE. Gives a quick view of the folder structure and
data types.

[Reduction Tab]
Build Protocol
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Setting up a protocol is similar to SANS, but a bit different in that essentially, only one protocol
needs to be set up, and once the data trimming is set up, there should be no need for the
separate NSORT step. Reduction should proceed smoothly from raw data to the final I(q).
Automatic calculation of transmission could also be added in the early stages if it’s found to be
reliable.
The panel takes a few seconds to open, since in that time it’s sorting through all of the
data files to determine which are sample, background, empty cell, sensitivity, and mask files.
** Be sure to use the marquee to update the box coordinates for the open beam file before
clicking on “set ABS”.

Reduce Multiple Files
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Once a protocol has been saved, files can be reduced in batch mode. The file list popup uses a
run number list, in the same way as the equivalent panel in SANS. Entering “*” for the list
returns all files with “scattering” as the intent.

[1D Ops Tab]
Plot – behaves as usual to load and plot reduced data (.ave, .abs). Plot will not load the
individual sets that are saved in ITX format. These ITX files are a temporary format read in
manually.
FIT - (to be filled in with SANS code)
1D Arithmetic - (to be filled in with SANS code, may be re-written to accept separate VSANS
data sets)
Combine 1D Files – A data set reduced to I(q) can be inspected and a judgement can be made
about which data points should be trimmed from the final data set, as done in the NSORT
function of SANS. For VSANS, this decision is a bit more complex since there are a lot more
individual I(q) sets. Also, this information is an integral part of the VSANS reduction protocol,
not a separate step as for SANS.
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Steps to use:
(1) Reduce a data set to the desired level. Often simply converting raw data to a work file is
sufficient to be able to define what points to trim out. Whatever data file is in the current data
display is what will be used as the example for trimming.
(2) Click “Trim” on the Protocol Panel or “Combine 1D Files” from the main control panel. A
graph and table will open.
(3) Select the BinType, and the data is plotted.
(4) In the table of points, enter the number of points to trim from the specified set, like would
be done in NSORT. Open circles in the plot will be discarded, solid points will be kept. The table
and the plot are linked to automatically update.
(5) Zoom, pan, scroll as needed to view the data as you set the points.
(6) “Wave 2 Str” will copy the trim values to global strings that can be used in the definition of a
reduction protocol. If you adjust the trim values, use “Wave 2 Str” again, and the values in the
Protocol Panel will update.
(7) Be sure to save the protocol once you have the set of trimming values that you want.
Using a reduction protocol with properly selected trim values is the preferred method for
generating and saving a final I(q) data set ready for analysis.
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[2D Ops Tab]
Display 2D – as expected. More work folders will be added to the popup as needed. Currently,
MASK files can only be viewed through the Draw Mask operation, and DIV files can only be
viewed from the Isolate operation (on the main data display).
Draw Mask - Opens a panel where a mask can be drawn for each of the 9 panels. All 9 masks
are saved into a single HDF5 file that has a similar structure as the raw data, but significantly
stripped down to only what is necessary to define a mask. Mask drawing operations allow you
to mask/unmask individual tubes, or arbitrary shapes.

Read Mask – loads in Mask data into the work file. Mask data must be of the HDF5 format as
generated from these functions.
Copy Work – as expected. More work folders will be added to the popup as needed.
Event Data – opens up the event mode panel. Panel looks and operates similar to SANS, but all
functions are custom for VSANS. The panel will be cleaned up as its function becomes clear.
Event Reduction – opens a new panel where event mode data that has been binned and saved
can be reduced without generating individual “raw” data files.
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[Misc Ops Tab]
3D Display - (may be filled in, lowest priority)
Fit NonLinear Tubes - (see details below)
Make DIV File
(see separate document – in progress)
Preferences – Currently used to toggle the different corrections as raw data is converted to a
work file. Binning steps are currently inactive. Note the check box at the bottom to “Ignore Back
Detector”, which will prevent the “fake” data from the back detector to be written to reduced
data files. The fake data will be carried through all of the display and reduction steps in
anticipation of its installation, just not written out at the end.

[VSANS Menu Items]
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Most items on the menu are simply for testing, but some useful items are:
Initialize (to initialize global values and constants)
Main Control Panel (to bring the main control panel back to the top)
VCALC (to initialize and open the VCALC panel)
Nexus File RW -> Read Nexus with Attributes (reads everything in the Nexus file). Slow, but this
loads in all of the information in the file.
There are also utilities for patching intent, purpose, and group_id based on changes made
directly to the CatTable. These fields are critical for automation, and need to be correct, either
as collected, or after. The implementation details are constantly in flux and may show up in a
different way in the future.
VCALC
This is the VSANS simulator and is currently in progress. It is to function similar to
SASCALC. Much of VCALC is waiting for actual physical dimensions and parameters from VSANS
that will be determined during the physical installation. Other than the detector motion, there
is not much that is completely functional in VCALC, and it should not be relied on yet for any
meaningful information.
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Other operation details:
Files needed by NICE to generate data files:
3He database (only if polarized beam is used)
CSV files that define:
detector_deadtime.csv
detector_calibration.csv
attenuator_vaues.csv
attenuator_error_values.csv
Since NICE is looking for files to read, these specific file names and location on the server for
CSV files must be adhered to, and the order and meaning of the columns is defined in an Excel
spreadsheet, and exported as CSV.
- Where in the file structure are these files located? They will need to be edited on occasion.
- These files are part of the NICE code base, and the current files need to be uploaded to the
code base, as well as located in the “Nexus” folder.
- There may also be a “CFG” file for constants, or everything for the file may be located in one
instrument.js file. Not sure how this will work yet.
-- Need full documentation of the interaction between NICE and Nexus data file.
Removed operations:
Save I(Q) as ITX – a simplistic save of the data that bins the data as specified by the I vs Q panel
and saves the data. No trimming, no scaling, just all lumped together. Data is saved in Igor text
(ITX) format and cannot be loaded with the usual Plot routines. This format contains multiple
I(q) sets and is meant for troubleshooting.
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Beam Center – (currently disabled) opens a separate panel where raw data can be fitted to
determine the beam center for each panel. Currently, beam center is determined and fitted in
real-space dimensions [cm] for the Front and Middle carriages, and in pixels for the Back
detector. More details of beam center operations are given in a separate document.
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Building a Protocol

With the transmission calculated, open the protocol panel:
Setting up a protocol is similar to SANS, but a bit different in that essentially, only one protocol
needs to be set up, and once the data trimming is set up, there should be no need for the
separate NSORT step. Reduction should proceed smoothly from raw data to the final I(q).
Automatic calculation of transmission could also be added in the early stages if it’s found to be
reliable.
The panel takes a few seconds to open, since in that time it’s sorting through all the data
files to determine which are sample, background, empty cell, sensitivity, and mask files.
Any checked steps will be used, unchecked steps will be skipped.
Although there is something in the menu, you need to pop the menu to fill the field below,
which is what is actually used.
- Pick the Sample File (be sure to pop the menu to fill the field). You can also simply enter a run
number here. (or any field where a numbered run is appropriate)
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- Pick the Blocked Beam (background) (pop)
- Pick the Empty Cell (pop)
- Pick the DIV file (pop)
- Set the ABS parameters (same choices as SANS)
** Be sure to use the marquee to update the box coordinates for the open beam file
before clicking on “set ABS”.
**If you are using the back detector, you need to set a second ABS parameter for that
detector, since the detectors function differently.
- Pick the MASK (pop)
- Set the Average settings (this is severely truncated currently, much more to come)
- (Set the trim values – if not set, default values will be used. See the separate instructions for
this new step)
- Reduce a file…
Like before, you can Save/Recall/Delete Protocols. These are only kept locally within the Igor
experiment to make them available for Multiple Reduce.
Export/Import protocols now writes the reduction protocol to a selected data file on disk (to
the reduction block). This can be a record of what steps were used to reduce that file, or
possibly to re-reduce the file in the future. (is this true? Why in the world would I do this?)
The idea of a questionnaire to fill in the steps will likely be scrapped – the popups may be smart
enough. Also, the blank area below the sample information may be used for either displaying
transmission, or functions to calculate transmission if it has not yet been calculated.
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Drawing a Mask

To draw a mask:
(1) Open the Draw Mask panel. A default mask will automatically be generated, attempting to
mask out the sides of the T/B panels and edges of the L/R panels. Green areas are masked,
transparent areas are data to be kept. The mask overlay is semi-transparent so that the data
can be seen through the mask. You can mask individual tubes (rows or columns) or arbitrary
shapes, or any combination.
To mask tubes:
(2) Choose the Data Source and the Detector Panel, then either “row” or “col” radio button
as appropriate for the orientation of the panel.
(3) L/R arrow keys will move the (pink) cursor line, no matter which orientation (row/col) is
selected. “Add” will turn the line under the cursor green, “adding” it to the mask. “Del” will
delete it from the mask. Up/Down arrows will Add/Delete from the mask, respectively. (This
method of control may be kept/removed/altered)
To mask shapes:
(4) Click on the “shapes” in the top left to enter “draw mode”. Draw the shape(s) that you
want to mask (or unmask).
(5) Click on the “graph” in the top left to return to “operate mode”. The buttons are now
active. Click on either Add Shape or Del Shape. The mask will be updated and the shapes
you drew cleared.
(6) “Toggle” will toggle the mask on/off from the view.
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(7) Continue masking all the different panels. If the panel is kept open, you can return to any
panel as needed to continue editing. Once done, click “save” to save the mask file. The mask for
all 9 panels will be saved in a single file.
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Event Mode Details:
Event mode data for VSANS is supplied as one event file for each detector carriage. That is, all
four Front panels (192 tubes) are in one file, and all four panels of the Middle carriage are in a
second event file. The back detector does not support event mode.

There is an event mode panel for VSANS that is similar to the SANS version, but with some
significant differences. As usual, you can “Load Event Log File” to start. Alternatively, since
there are two event files associated with each raw VSANS file, if you first load the raw data file
of interest, then it is easier to process the event files. By loading the raw data file, you have
access to all of the count and timing information in the raw data file, including the file names of
the two event files. With the correct raw data file loaded, you can click “Load From RAW”, and
the event file from either the F or M carriage will be loaded (this assumes that the event files
are in the same directory as your raw data).
There may not be any need to edit the events (hopefully!). Inspect them/adjust them as
needed. Then bin the events. The 2D data display is (192, 128) as all four panels of the (M)iddle
or (F)ront carriages are included in the event files. Hence 48 tubes (x 4) = 192 in the x-direction.
The tube assignment is:
Right = (0, 47)
Top = (48, 95)
Bottom = (96, 143)
Left = (144, 191)
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That means that the view of the detectors is jumbled from the expected view of the panels.
“Split to Panels” and “Show Panels” will take the binned data and display slice[0] as the
“normal” view.

Saving the binned event data is a multi-step process since there is a separate data file from
each carriage.
• Once the first carriage event file is processed and binned (it does not matter which one, F or
M), then “Duplicate RAW for Export”. This generates a copy of the raw data file as loaded
where the binned data and bin width details will be appended.
• Then “Copy Slices for Export” will copy a 3D wave “slices” to the appropriate detector folder.
Waves of binEndTime and timeWidth are also copied to the Reduction folder for later reduction
steps.
• Repeat the load/bin/split to panels process for the second event file. Be sure to not change
the binning details.
• Then “Copy Slices for Export” again, and it will put the slices in the correct detector folders.
(Don’t “Duplicate RAW for Export” again – it is not needed until you start with another raw file).
• Last, “Save Exported to Nexus” will save the events (and the original raw data) in a file with
the name “Events_” prepended to the original file name sansNNNN.nxs.ngv
If you re-bin the data with different time bins, you will need to be sure to re-name the old
“Event_sans…” file with a different name to prevent it from being overwritten.

Reducing Event Data
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Opening the “Event Reduction” panel allows reduction of all of the slices at a single time. Files
with event slices are recognized from the “Event_” tag at the beginning. Select one of these
files and click “to STO”. This loads the data file (which is still a valid RAW data file) and copies it
to the STO work folder. The number of slices found in the data is displayed. Clicking on “Time
Bins” displays a table with the cumulative bins and the width of each (in seconds).
You must have a pre-defined protocol to use here – no default protocols that will stop for input.
Also, when setting up the protocols, remember that you do not need to take slices of the empty
or background measurements. These can (and should) be used with the full statistics.
• Be sure to set “Ignore Back Detector” in the VSANS preferences before doing the reduction
since there is no event data for the back detector. Otherwise, each reduced slice will have the
time-averaged back detector data included.
When you “Reduce Selected Slice”, the named slice and appropriate count time and rescaled
monitor counts are copied over to RAW from the STO folder. This slice then appears like a
standard raw data file, ready for reduction. You can either reduce just the selected slice
number (counting from zero) or reduce all of the slices as a batch. Reduced data files will be
automatically named “Events_sansNNNN_SLx.ABS” where SLx is the slice number (or .AVE if no
absolute scaling).

Time of Flight Data
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For time-of-flight data (TOF) for calibration of the wavelength, load in the event file (as TOF
mode), and bin the events, using a large number of slices – several hundred, maybe a thousand,
depending on the count values. Then “show bin details”. Right-click on the data and change the
Mode to “markers”, then right-click again, choose “quick fit” from the bottom of the menu, and
choose “gauss” as the fit type.
X0 is the center of the Gaussian, and width = sqrt(2)*(std. deviation of Gaussian)
The time unit is not seconds. I believe it is in 1e-7 seconds, but that is to be verified. The actual
value is in the header of the data file.
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When RAW data is loaded in:
The only correction that is done is that the non-linear corrections are calculated so that the
beam center and the pixel locations are all known in real-space distance (mm) rather than in
pixels. This is so that q-values can be properly calculated. The raw data is not changed.
When converting to WORK (SAM, EMP, etc):
Corrections are done in this order
(1) Detector sensitivity correction is applied (this is different than for SANS). Apply this on a
“pixel” basis for each panel before any non-linear effects are dealt with.
(2) (re)Calculate the non-linear corrections. This generates lookup waves that match each
detector pixel to a real space x and y distance. (data is not affected)
(3) Apply the dead time correction to the data – the dead time correction needs to be applied
before the count values are altered by other operations. The sensitivity correction should not
be a significant correction (in magnitude), but if it is, we’ll need to re-think the order of
operations.
(4) Calculate the solid angle per pixel AND apply it to the data values. The result is that each
pixel is on a counts/solid angle basis. This makes the pixel values significantly larger than the
original “count” values since the solid angle per pixel is a small value.
(5) Currently the Angle-Dependent Tube Shadowing correction is skipped.
(6) The angle dependent transmission correction is applied at this point, in 2D.
(7) The detector counts are normalized to 1E8 monitor counts.
(8) The angle dependent efficiency correction is skipped.
(9) Back detector only – a constant read noise value is subtracted, and the panel image is
shifted to register the CCDs.

What if I convert RAW -> SAM before I calculate the transmission? Then the large angle
transmission correction won’t be done.
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Transmission should always be measured, especially if it is low, so that the high angle
corrections can be done.
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Operations to Be Completed
(pending information on implementation)
• Incorporation of the Back detector
Still waiting for details of size, resolution, calibration, dead time, etc.
Many operations will need to be updated and verified.
• DIV file generation (this appears to be complete)
How will the measurement be done for the back panel, and how will the normalization
be done?
• Defining the resolution function – for at least the basic SANS case
How to implement for different collimation cases?
How to save to the data files?
• 2D Error propagation through all data correction steps (this appears to be complete)
How to save the 2D data format?
How to calculate and save the 2D resolution?
• Loading and processing of Event data
Basic simulated data can be read in, speed optimization still needed.
Saving of event data needs to be planned before implementation. Copy to template by
carriage, then save? (implemented, pending user feedback)
(done)
• Non-linear fitting of spatial response of each tube
• Attenuator decoding/calibration
What will the data field look like?
Filling in the CSV file
• Defining of Beam Center in real space rather than in pixels
This may be what is needed, depending on how well the detectors are tuned
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Fitting of Non-Linear Coefficients

General process to work through (all steps)
(0) Start by loading the data file containing the peaked data into RAW.
(1) Setup creates some of the waves necessary. Be sure that the real-space mm measurements
are correct.
(2) Array to Tubes – makes individual waves for each tube in the specified panel (use the popup,
and it will take data from the RAW folder).
(3) Table for Peaks – generates waves and a table with for the peaks (to be found)
The Package “MultiPeak Fitting 2” will be automatically loaded at this point. This
provides some additional procedures necessary for quickly locating the peak positions.
(4) Identify Peaks – quickly identifies the peak positions and reports them in a table. These
positions are only reported as integer pixels and need to be refined.
(5) Refine Peak Table – generates waves and a table to store the refined results,
(6) Refine Peaks – fits a Lorentzian function to each of the peaks, reporting the results to the
table (and the std deviation in a separate wave)
(7) Table for Quad – generates waves and a table to report the results of the quadratic fit
(8) Fit to Quad – fits the refined pixel position vs. real mm spacing to a quadratic function. The
three quadratic parameters and standard deviation of the fitted values are reported. The table
is of the shape to be cut/pasted into an excel spreadsheet for saving as CSV. Be sure to paste it
into the correct column.
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(9) Plot peaks – presents a simple graph to allow quick inspection of the measured data from
each tube, and the refined pixel location of the peak (ignore the intensity values).
The blue dots are the refined location and should be a match with the data. If not, then that
tube data will need to be corrected.

These three columns of quadratic coefficients (left to right) are “a”, “b”, and “c” for the panel,
and correspond to the three columns for each detector panel in the CSV file.

This is the CSV format, generated from an Excel spreadsheet. Only part of the file is shown.

I’m expecting there to be 5 peaks, since that’s how the slots were to be milled. If not, then this
can be easily altered to accommodate different conditions. The Lorentzian function was the
best for the simulated data that I was basing this on – but can easily be changed to a Gaussian
function if necessary. The exact shape of the peak is not so terribly important (unless this is also
used for pixel resolution measurements).
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Differences vs. SANS data handling
(fill in details)
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To reduce a data file:
First step = get a fresh file catalog listing. Some operations key on the “intent” or group_ID
waves in the table, rather than a slow search through every file on disk. Refresh early, refresh
often.
Start as usual by calculating transmission. Identify the empty beam file by intent. Load this raw
data file in and pick the box with the marquee and “V_UpdateBoxCoords” will record the box
location and the panel where it is located. Next, open the transmission panel and select this
Open Beam file. The box coordinates and the panel should be filled in. The list of transmission
file should then automatically filter to show transmission files at the same conditions as the
Open Beam. Select a transmission file, and the sample list is populated with sample files with
matching conditions and group_ID. With the three popups selected, click calculate, and the
transmission (and error) will be calculated and patched to the scattering file. The results are
also written to the command window. Currently no file associations are written to any file.
Refresh the file catalog to verify that the transmission has been calculated.
With the transmission calculated, open the protocol panel:
Pick the Blocked Beam (be sure to pop the menu to fill the field)
Pick the Empty Cell (pop)
Pick the DIV file (pop)
Set the ABS parameters
Pick the MASK (pop)
Set the Average settings (more options to come)
Set the trim values – if not set, default values will be used
Reduce a file…
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